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Freewheelin’  210  February 2003 
        
 
This is the last of my trilogy of covers involving the work of 
the American Abstract Expressionist painter Barnett Newman. 
The work represented here is taken from a series of paintings 
that are considered to be Newman’s greatest masterpiece. This 
series of paintings occupied Newman between 1958 and 1966 and 
he called the series ‘Stations Of The Cross’. The background 
to this months cover, those two black, bold vertical bands, or 
‘zips’, is the painting completed in 1964 and has the title: 
‘Eighth Station.’ 
 
Although completed 37 years ago, the thinking behind Newman’s 
series of paintings is particularly pertinent to world events 
of early 2003. Newman’s masterpiece is explained further in 
the tour guide to the exhibition of his works in London in 
2002/2003: ‘According to the artist, the paintings are not 
intended to express the succession of events found in 
traditional depictions of the Stations of the Cross. Instead 
they reveal the single moment when Christ cried out ‘God, why 
have you forsaken me?’ – ‘Lema Sabachthani’, the subtitle 
Newman gave to the series. Newman had always defended the 
spiritual dimension of his work, and here, Christ’s Passion 
becomes ‘the cry of man, of every man’. He said: ‘ I tried to 
project something I felt was very real in relation to the 
Passion, and I feel that kind of suffering has gotten almost 
universal’. 
 
In my cover, sitting between Newman’s two black, bold vertical 
‘zips’ of the Eighth Station is the office tyrant David Brent. 
Now he could represent another tyrant who is currently playing 
with fire on the world’s stage: but as the tyrant forms his 
right hand into the shape of a gun, will he be firing his gun 
in attack or to defend?  The picture of Dylan is from 1964, 
the year this painting was completed.  Dylan’s trumpet then 
sounded a fanfare for the common man but perhaps now he could 
be about to play, or has just finished playing, ‘The Last 
Post’. The smaller image is of Barnett Newman himself, a 
visionary. 
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FEBRUARY 2003 
 
 

 A bit of a mixed bag of stuff this month as we take a look at the press from early 
2002.  Amazingly, there were still a couple of Love and Theft reviews creeping through.  In 
the January 27th edition of The Victoria Advocate, Dale Martin reckoned that it – and Time 
Out Of Mind – were amongst his very best ever; “…In several published interviews he has 
admitted that he still feels as though his best work is yet to come.  After listening to his last 
two albums, it’s hard to imagine how that can happen.”  A month later – and a mere six 
months after it was released – Robert Wilonsky of the Houston Press decided that “Love and 
Theft contains the sound of a man unhinged and unhindered by legacy…The smile says 
enough: Bob Dylan is just happy to be alive.” 
 
 In what will probably be the final review of the February 2002 tour, Steve Cooper, of 
online magazine ESP, went along to Winston-Salem’s Lawrence Joel Coliseum where he 
heard the definitive “slow sizzling” version of Sugar Baby, which, if the rumoured live album 
appears, he feels should be definitely included. 
  
 In the Berkshire Eagle, Seth Rogovy interviewed Jeffrey Gaskill, who has spent the 
last six months producing a various-artists tribute to Dylan.  Unlike other tributes, this one 
will feature covers of his Born-Again material and will be titled “Pressing On: The Gospel 
Songs Of Bob Dylan”.  To give his seal of approval, Dylan has even contributed a song 
himself; a re-recorded version of Gonna Change My Way Of Thinking with vocal help from 
Mavis Staples.  Gaskill first saw Dylan live at one of the 1980 gospel shows and still 
remembers the “deep impact” it had on him; “I recognised he was taking a stand and doing 
something highly unusual for someone in his position and I was amazed by that.  I was drawn 
into that.” 
 
 Staying on the religious theme, Bjørn B. Olsen of Norway’s Fredrikstad Blad 
reported on a mass held in one of Norway’s largest churches that featured translations of 
Dylan songs.  This may sound unusual unless you’ve ever watched Father Ted (especially the 
“Speed 3” episode), in which case it probably doesn’t. 
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 The Isis Anthology, as published by Helter Skelter in December, finally received 
some press during Mach and April.  Mick Middles, in Classic Rock, awarded it three stars 
out of five and concluded; “…Great, but better next to the toilet rather than on the 
bookshelf.”  Uncut’s Ian MacDonald gave it four stars (“…Vignettes, then, are the order of 
the day, but these are good vignettes, by and large, and this book is worth any Dylan 
specialist’s money”) and Matt Bryden of tangents.co.uk decided that it “makes you want to 
dig out the albums, which is the mark of a successful music book.  It makes you hungry for 
some Love and Theft criticism.  Here’s to the next 100 issues.”  Record Collector’s Peter 
Doggett succinctly summed up that “if you’re more than mildly obsessed with Bob, then this 
is an essential purchase”.  He was almost as enthusiastic (but more confused) about John 
Gibbens’ The Nightingale’s Code; “…Sometimes the destination isn’t certain, but the scenery 
is always worth the ride.” 
 
 The same issue of Record Collector (March) also featured a lengthy tribute article on 
Johnny Cash to celebrate his 70th birthday again by Peter Doggett.  Quite interesting, if you 
know as little about Cash as I do and, of course, all the expected Dylan references are firmly 
in place. 
 
 In the February issue of a magazine that seems to be called www.creative (I have no 
idea why, since this is a “proper” paper-and- ink magazine) Fred Mills offers a positive (if 
even more belated than the Isis Anthology) review of Andy Muir’s Razor’s Edge (“the book 
offers a refreshingly opinionated assessment of Dylan the Performing Artist”) as well as a 
knowledgeable – and equally, and deservingly, positive – review of the excellent nine-CD 
bootleg box set called – Deep Breath – Genuine Never Ending Tour Covers Collection 1988 
– 2000; “…It’s a handsome set…it’s the scope of the project that makes Genuine Covers a 
crucial artefact…At 162 songs, there’s a lot to absorb.  Perhaps that suggests a further subtext 
of the set: Dylan the roving schoolmaster, an in-person variation on the old Alan Lomax 
archivist model, performing nightly from his American lectern.” 
 
 During March The Observer’s David Benedict revealed that he thinks Dylan writes 
wonderful songs but cannot sing them.  To that end, he recommends Barb Jungr (any relation 
to Barb Dylan?) who has just released an album of Dylan covers called every Grain of Sand; 
“…The effect is to deepen and darken songs but for the most part she has a blessedly light 
touch…I just hope that Dylan himself has a listen and starts writing for her direct.  Cut out 
the middle man, I say.”  Of course, by the time you read that he’s already also recommended 
Joan Baez’s version of Simple Twist Of Fate so it’s difficult – nay, impossible – to take the 
old twat seriously. 
 
 Meanwhile, back in the States, the Arizona And Republic’s David Leibowitz was 
receiving nasty e-mails (over 800) for criticising Dylan in the wake of his Grammy 
performance.  The responses ranged from the politely indignant (“You, sir, are a moron…I 
think the answer is blowin’ in the wind, and that answer is you are an idiot”) to the 
unpleasant (“…Go listen to whatever it was you were listening to before…Eminem, or Kid 
Rock, or whatever, you freakin’ schmuck”) and onto the downright unpleasant (“Read your 
Dylan piece.  Hope all the letters you’ll get make you feel bad.  And I hope you die”, 
“You’ve officially graduated to fucking moron.  Go electrocute yourself”). Isn’t it great to 
know that Dylan fans have got such a wonderful sense of humour and perspective.  And 
people still ask me where I get the inspiration for my cartoons from. 
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 The March edition of Q featured a piece entitled The Ten Tours That Changes Music.  
No room for the 1966 European tour, of course, (probably the only tour that really deserves 
such an accolade) but there is a two-page spread on the 1975 Rolling Thunder Revue by Phil 
Sutcliffe which is pretty concise and error- free and features some nice (if familiar) photos 
along with the expected amusing (sic) captions. 
 
 March’s Making Music reviewed the reissued Concert For Bangladesh, describing it 
as “well worthy of a place in your collection” and claiming that it is “a timely reminder to 
everyone currently lauding Dylan’s rebirth that he has still to record anything with a tenth of 
the depth, quality and passion of the songs to be found on here.” 
 
 David Bauder revealed that over 1,000 worldwide Internet fans were taking part in a 
pool built around what songs Dylan played at each concert, scoring less points for the regular 
numbers and more points for the rarer ones.  Anyone who ever played the Freewheelin’ 
Fantasy League will be familiar with the concept of course.  The prize is a bootleg CD box 
set and Elliott Mintz is pretty sure that Dylan won’t be taking part; “To my knowledge, he 
doesn’t spend any time online.  He’s not a big computer guy.”  Not only that, but surely 
Dylan would have an unfair advantage if he did take part?  This story seems to have been 
widely syndicated in America, appearing in the San Francisco Chronicle, the New York 
Journal News and the New York Post, to name but three. 
  
 Dylan’s unexpected appearance at Elton John’s AIDS Foundation Oscar party was 
deemed worthy of mention in the soaraway Sun alongside a nice photo of Bob, Elt and Ryan 
Adams (Bob’s the one with cowboy hat and scowl) and several photos and reports appeared 
on the net, revealing that the guests went home with goody bags that contained, amongst 
other things, copies of Elton John’s CDs.  Maybe that’s why Bob isn’t smiling on any of the 
photos. 
 
 April’s Record Collector featured a lengthy spread by – who else? – Peter Doggett on 
Dylan’s 1965 UK tour.  All the facts are neatly summarised from the moment he stepped off 
the plane at Heathrow on April 26th through to the BBC television special on June 1st.   New 
information comes courtesy of a bunch of papers rescued from Dylan’s Savoy Hotel room 
after he’d left (to be auctioned at Christie’s on April 30th 2002) and so we get to see letters 
and postcards to Bob from Nico, Joan Baez and Donovan (“I can’t make your concerts.  
Going to Spain.  See you maybe.” writes the humiliated Leech, er, Leitch) as well as a 
previously unpublished questionnaire from Cambridge student paper Varsity, which Dylan 
obviously took seriously enough to fill in properly before presumably then binning it.  The 
same issue also features reviews of the re-released Concert For Bangladesh by Andy Neil (“If 
you don’t own the set already, invest for the Dylan set alone”) and the reissued Judy Collins 
album Just Like A Woman by Peter Doggett (“…one song, Dark Eyes, emerged from it’s 
cover version with more credit than Dylan’s own self-conscious rendition.”). 
 
 The May issue of Uncut got in early with a four-star review, courtesy of Nigel 
Williamson, of the mouth-watering four-CD box set of The Last Waltz; “…We get one 
previously unissued Dylan track, a version of the neglected Hazel from Planet Waves…can 
you have too much of a good thing?  With a line-up like this, of course you can’t.” 
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 Finally, the March 8th issue of Goldmine contained a lengthy interview with D.A. 
Pennebaker by Harvey Kubernik which, while interesting, told us nothing new (after all these 
years, is there anything new left to say?) as well as a list of the most collectible Dylan records 
(the withdrawn Freewheelin’ now commands $30,000 in it’s stereo incarnation) and a fairly 
detailed history of the first pressing of The Freewheelin’ Bob Dylan ad why it’s now worth 
insane amounts of money by Tim Neeley. 
 

And that’s it – I am up to date again.  Although, as I write, the UK dates are just over 
a month away so it’s a situation that is unlikely to last.  Even now, Uncut are promising yet 
another Dylan special for the June issue.  When will the madness stop? 
 
 
THANKS TO: GRAHAM A, TONY S, GRAHAM W, ANDY M, KIM L, SIMON H, 

MUM & DAD 
 
 

. 
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Let me just start with the PC update 
Or rather the video update.  No MM this month, for the simple reason that there are 
now new films this month. I could prattle on about greater quality old stuff that DVR’s 
seem to be producing but really it is nothing new, material wise. 
My own exploits with DVR are showing some results now. I find the machinery very 
temperamental and at times it simply refuses to work consistently. This can waste a 
lot of hours if you have just spent an evening compiling a disk that then refuses to be 
finalized. But I guess that’s my cross, after all no one has asked me to do this. I just 
happen to believe that we owe it to future times to preserve this stuff in as pristine 
shape as possible. Pity I can’t get a grant though… 
 
No great news on touring this year yet also. Like most I have yet to hear a full show 
from the Oz tour. I have snatched a few tracks from the internet as mp3’s out of 
morbid curiosity which I have to say sound no different to the shows we saw really. 
Obviously it would be unfair to judge tours on the evidence of mere 3 or 4 songs in 
mp3 format. The only real surprise to me is that the absence of Charlie Sexton does 
not seem to be showing an appreciable difference in the group sound, which I think 
is odd if true.  I personally had convinced myself that Charlie was a very necessary 
part of the band. Time will tell. 
  
What is pretty easy to see though is that the sets have gotten shorter and the set 
lists a lot less adventurous. Overall I therefore am finding it difficult to get over-
excited about these shows. We will soon see, after I have heard a few I may well 
start shouting “best tour ever” you never know. The cancellation of a lot of shows 
makes me also wonder if either Bob is not well, not interested or not selling tickets.  
This is more to dream on really. From my own person point of view I think he would 
certainly benefit from a break from touring. If only for a year or so! 
Where that would leave my Fw contributions is another matte r of course, but I think it 
would do him a lot of good. There is no need to tour unless he has something to say, 
and in concert that is starting to seem less and less the case to me. Though I will be 
happy to be proven wrong on that count. 
 

Chris  Cooper’s 
  Bob thoughts 
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John Green day rapidly approaches and right now I feel a certain sympathy for JRS 
as he beavers away at this, sometimes I wish I could do more, sometimes I wish I 
could do less..  
 
  One area  that I would think we could help with is the free distribution of this live 
stuff, something Greeny was always doing. I am aware of an internet based group 
called “Dylantree”  that  organise brief trees from discs that they have had donated to 
them. I have actually offered to give them some shows but they seem rather over 
subscribed right now so I am wondering if we could offer a free service like these 
ourselves. I am happy to supply the discs required. What I would need are two 
groups of people.   
 

1] Leafs. These are people who simply get the recordings from a  
source by supplying their own blank discs and the return postage 

 
2] Branches:  These are people who supply the discs to leafs.  They  
 would need to have cd burners and be prepared to make 4-5  

copies of discs. The leafs would send their blanks to these people. 
 
3] Administrator : this would be the person(s) to whom I would send  
 the discs. They would make the copies for the branches. 

 
I write this with the public mag in mind. If you want to help email me my address on 
the website, and let me know what  you are happy to do. If the response is good I will 
try again. It’s in all your hands now. 
 
Having undoubtedly confused everyone I will leave you to your own devices and 
hope that you all have better month than I have had, but that’s another story. 
 
 
 
 
Till Next Time 
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By   Chris Hockenhull 
 
It was in 1975 that I saw the photograph for the first time. It was 
unmistakably vintage 1966…you know,THAT look. It was with two scruffy kids 
and I’d never seen it before. Yet there was something about the wall at the end 
of the street that looked very familiar. For anybody traveling out of Liverpool, a 
quick way to the north part of the city is to avoid the main route out and 
instead go along past the docks on what has always oddly enough been referred 
to as the Dock Road. It reduces the journey by about 20 mins or more, as there 
are no traffic lights etc. And that wall at the end of the street he was pictured 
in looked just like the wall of the docks. 
 
Over the years I saw the photo again on a couple of occasions. One had its 
source as Glasgow and another even said it was Australia but somehow I was 
never convinced. Then in November 1999, I received a call from Ian Woodward 
who was visiting the local radio station and asked to meet up. Over a drink 
before the broadcast he asked if I’d seen the newly published book Early Dylan 
yet, which I hadn’t. “You’ll be interested as there are a load of pictures from 
Liverpool ‘66” he excitedly informed me as he took it out of his bag. And there 
it was in all its glory, THAT photo but this time super clear and larger. But 
there were others as well that I’d never seen before and yes it confirmed that 
they were all from Liverpool ’66 and they were wonderful. 
 
May 24th 1966 is a day still etched in my mind. I was nearly 10 and it was cup 
final day when my team Everton produced one of the great comebacks in the 
history of the competition. At the time, I was totally oblivious to what was 
taking place that evening at the Odeon cinema in the city center. In BBC Radio 
Merseyside’s studio whilst Ian talked, I kept looking at the photos and it was 
clear that there were others oblivious as well to what was happening that day 
too. They looked about 9 – 13 years old as well and I hatched the idea that not 
only was I going to try find the location of the pictures but also I was going to 
try find the “Dylan Kids” as they were to become known. 
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Most of the areas like those pictured in the Liverpool scenes have long gone. and 
redeveloped to a point where I feared I’d never be able to find the true 
location where they had been taken. Yet coming home from work on the train a 
few weeks later, as the train emerges from the underground system and leaves 
the city, it runs at a height and you get great views of the river and out to sea. 
After gazing out each day something familiar started come into sight. There 
were two of the grand old warehouses still standing proud as if a monument to 
Liverpool’s once great maritime heritage. Also there was the Atlantic Café on 
one corner and a pub on the other. Next to the warehouses were modern 
industrial units but after a good look from afar for a week or two I’d managed 
to convince myself that if the location wasn’t around here, I could not think of 
anywhere else it might be. After looking at the book closer the Atlantic Café 
started to look very similar to the pub you can see on page 65 where the words 
should read “Walker’s Warrington Ales” behind Dylan. I felt I was getting 
warmer. 
 
A few days later I left work early and a friend and I drove down to the area and 
armed with the book we were to have a look around and see if there was 
anything left from 1966. Parking up we looked at the buildings and at the 
bottom of the street THE wall came into sight and suddenly chimneys, walls, 
steps and drainpipes started to tally in with the photos. We’d found the place 
and soon were able to locate that very step where the wonderful picture of 
Dylan and the kids was taken. I couldn’t resist sitting on the step and was 
immediately amazed at how narrow it was. How did everyone fit in I still don’t 
know but there was no mistaking, a little piece of local Dylan history had been 
located. Now for the hard bit. Where were the kids?         
 
I talked to my friend and co Merseyside Dylan organizer Steve Harrison who 
works for the local paper. Aside of it being interesting to him from a Dylan 
angle, Steve jumped at the possibility of a “where are they now” feature. So my 
friend suggested we return early one Saturday morning and armed with his 
camera’s and some black & white film we’d take some pictures of me in various 
locations as in the book. This we did with a few odd looks from some lorry 
drivers doing a bit of overtime and the results were ok enough for the paper to 
do an initial story to ask “where are you now?”  
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The feature duly appeared in the Liverpool Echo a few weeks later and we had 
to sit back and wait and see if there was any response. BBC Radio Merseyside 
saw the story and I went on two programmes to tell the tale and ask is there 
anybody out there? again. 
 
A few weeks went by before I was phoned in work by an exited Steve to say 
he’s received a letter from one of the girls pictured and she was able to 
identify those with her but actual memories of having the picture taken were 
hazy. Contact was made and my conversation with her convinced me that we had 
found the Dylan kids. Now we intended to round as many of them up and the 
Liverpool Echo would picture the great reunion, which was done some weeks 
later. Radio was there too to interview us all and so too was the TV. The whole 
thing had taken nearly six months from seeing the pictures to getting everyone 
together. 
 
So for the record, those innocent faces from 1966 were, clockwise from left to 
right were: Bill Meadows/ Michael Meadows/ Bernadette Gill (nee Hoey)/ Jimmy 
Liversage/ Steven Williams/ John King/ Gerard Meadows/ Margy Henny (nee 
Meadows)/ Laurence Williams/ David Meadows. And of course you know who is in 
the center. 
 
It is Bill Meadows who on another of the pictures in the Live `66 booklet is 
pulling his tongue out and was in that first picture that I mentioned at the start 
of this piece. He’s a private driver to a businessman in Scotland. Michael behind 
him with his hand on face is a HGV driver in Kent. Bernadette we will hear more 
about later. Jimmy with the laughing face is still in Liverpool but Steven in front 
of him no one knows where he is. Likewise with John, next to Dylan. Gerard at 
the foot of the steps still lives in Liverpool and Margy is still here too. No one is 
sure where Laurence is and David, next to Bob too has recently left Liverpool 
for London. 
 
After we’d had pictures taken, questions for the radio answered we retired to 
the remaining pub The  Bull to talk more and so I was able to glean more about 
their chance meeting that day in 1966. 
 
All the kids lived in nearby tenement blocks that surrounded the old 
warehouses. In Margy Meadow’s case it was 8 people in a two-roomed property 
until 1968!). There were spaces of wasteland about, a legacy of the bombings 
the area took in WW2. These spaces were adventure playgrounds for the kids 
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and most of their out of school hours were spent there. As it was cup final day 
the parents were watching it in the two pubs at the top of the street and the 
kids did their own thing. Michael Meadows recalls a man with a camera with 
some other men asking one of the older boys could he round everyone up so he 
could take some pictures of them. A ten-shilling note was offered as a reward 
by “a large man in a white overcoat” (Grossman I’d say) and another man “who 
had a cine camera and was filming everything” (Pennebaker I assume). Can you 
imagine the reaction to such an incident in this day and age?     
 
The kids had absolutely no idea who the men were nor who the odd looking chap 
who they were to be photographed with. One look at the pictures and they look 
like Victorian street urchins and he looks like a man from Mars. But non can 
recall any feelings that made them think he was odd in any way. It was just 
another normal day in their lives and pictures taken the men left and they 
continued with their adventures. 
 
And that is the way it remained until this century. The article appeared in the 
local paper and it was a case of standing back and waiting for a response. After 
a while it appeared that the feature had drawn a blank but then things took a 
positive turn. Bernadette Gill: “I work in Sainsbury’s. Margy phoned me and said 
we were pictured in last night’s paper, which I hadn’t seen but we still had some 
left in the store and yes, there it was. It was us and there were all our 
childhood friends from all those years ago. I couldn’t believe it. It was like 
stepping into the past. Even more surprising was that I had been pictured with 
Bob Dylan who I believed I had never seen in my entire life. I must admit I knew 
very very little about his music, did not posses any of his records and had never 
seen him in concert”.  
 
When Dylan did return to play in Liverpool in July 2001, Bernie and Margy went 
to see him for the first time since that day in May 1966. They took their books 
with them “just in case” and thoroughly enjoyed the show. No they were not 
able to get another updated picture with the strange man from 1966.that would 
have been interesting.  
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Margy Meadows like the others, enjoyed the reunion afternoon. It was a chance 
for all of them to reminisce about the area and the lives they had there. She 
has come to the Merseyside Dylan evenings ever since and threatens to try the 
evening class one day. But a new bunch of friends has resulted since the reunion 
even though none of them became Dylan fans as a result of it all.  
 
But for Bernie in particular, the discovery of the “Dylan Kids” has had quite an 
impact on her life. She has attended two of my Liverpool University courses on 
“The Life & Times of Bob Dylan” and now knows the whole story and seen much 
film and heard many many recordings. She has started to buy a few cds and has 
also participated in another of my non-Dylan courses. It has opened up a new 
social world where she has integrated her self with a whole range of people 
from differing backgrounds who she’d have probably never met. It’s had a real 
positive effect for her being `discovered’ all these years later and that is for 
me most pleasing. 
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KENNETH ALLSOP  
1920-1973 
 
 
 

By  Robert Forryan 
 
 
 
 
Those of you who are the top side of 50 years will probably remember Kenneth Allsop, 
broadcaster, writer and journalist. For what it is worth there is a tenuous Dylan connection in 
that his article ‘Beat and Ballad’ is published in ‘The Dylan Companion’. His Dylan 
connections, such as they are, are not my reason for writing now, though it is of interest that 
Allsop wrote ‘Beat and Ballad’ in 1965 and in it defended Dylan for “having embellished 
himself with organ, strings (sic) and – fie! – amplified guitar”.  This serious journalist, at the 
age of 45, was therefore able to accept what many much younger people, myself included, 
would be unable to accept in the Spring of 1966. In one of his letters to his daughter from 
California, dated 24 July 1965 (the day before Dylan went electric at Newport, in case you’ve 
forgotten), he wrote: “One record that’s being played a lot here is by Bob Dylan ‘Like A 
Rolling Stone’; I don’t know whether or not that’s been released in Britain… but I do like it 
enormously”.  I was also much amused by his description of Dylan as “like Dame Edith 
Sitwell in a Davy Crockett cap”, though you probably need to be over fifty to understand this 
too. 
 
 
I always rather liked Kenneth Allsop. By the time he had become a familiar figure on 
television in the 1960s his hair was mostly silver, but there was plenty of it and he, and his 
hair, had style. He was softly-spoken and probably sounded more obviously ‘middle-class’ 
than might be fashionable in today’s regional-accented media. The words ‘suave’ and 
‘cultured’ and ‘sophisticated’ somehow spring to mind when I remember Allsop. Also a word 
that was popular in those days but which has now gone out of fashion: nonchalant. He 
seemed to wear his learning lightly, though it was measured out with gravitas. In memory he 
always wore a suit, tie and, especially, a  striped shirt. 
 
His TV career was centred upon news analysis in programmes such as ‘Tonight’ and, from 
1965 until 1972, ’24 Hours’. I initially became aware of him through television and only later 
came to know his journalism when he wrote a weekly column, ‘In The Country’, based 
around his love for the countryside and natural history for ‘The Daily Mail’ (he also wrote for  
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journals such as ‘Punch’, ‘The Spectator, ‘New Statesman’, as well as ‘The Observer’ and 
‘Sunday Times’ newspapers). At that time nature and ornithology were more important to me 
than Bob Dylan  - more important even than football. So to learn that such a savvy, well- read 
and worldly individual as Allsop could be genuinely concerned because the swallows had 
ceased to nest in his barn meant a lot to me. I felt an affinity with his distant public persona. 
He also campaigned on environmental matters long before the rest of the world seemed to 
realise that there was an environment that mattered. His writings on nature were eventually 
collected in a book, also called ‘In The Country’. 
 
Kenneth Allsop was born in Yorkshire on 29 January 1920 and, as an only child, learned 
early that displays of affection were neither expected nor approved of by his mother. Possibly 
as a consequence he was remembered by his daughter, Amanda, as “inwardly-directed, 
perhaps self-absorbed”, and as someone who was more comfortable with his intellectual 
peers and not good at adjusting himself to the interests of his young children. Though not 
without personal charm and warmth, it would probably be true to say that he was intolerant of 
those he perceived as fools. Amanda Allsop collected his letters to her and published them 
posthumously as “Letters To His Daughter”. In the introduction she wrote: “he never found 
close relationships easy to make or maintain. He had an abundance of acquaintances but very 
few intimate companions”. Maybe that was why he liked to escape to the woods and the 
fields of the English countryside. It was all the more remarkable, therefore, that he seemed so 
polished, so at ease, in the television studio. Or maybe the maternal insistence on self-control 
served him well on the public stage. 
 
Allsop was young enough to see service with the RAF in 1940 and it was while on service 
that he suffered the injuries which led to the amputation of a leg. For the rest of his life he 
was served effectively by an artificial leg but often at the cost of great pain. I assume that 
technology has moved on since then. He was self-conscious about the leg and would not 
willingly let anyone see it. He was, for instance, shy of public swimming. Nonetheless, he 
married before the war was out and was father to three children. Many years later he would 
write about “the lovely summer days of 1940 when to die in a Spitfire had the allure of 
sainthood”.  
 
Music was an abiding love, both classical and jazz – particularly Louis Armstrong, Billie 
Holiday and John Coltrane. But he was no music snob as this delightful anecdote from his 
daughter indicates: 
 
“I recall when I was about thirteen years old, driving with him unwillingly into Stevenage to 
search the record shops for a newly-released single by a then unknown pop group called the 
Beatles, which he insisted I should hear. So often he picked up on fads and innovations long 
before we did – and long before they became popular”. 
 
Given that Allsop was of the same generation as my parents, I think this story shows the 
measure of the man. At that time (1962) my parents would never have heard of the Beatles 
and even if they had it would never have occurred to either one to want to introduce me to 
their music. He was a man in tune with his times; a man who sensed any shifts in the 
prevailing zeitgeist before the shift took place. And his interest in popular music was 
genuine: in 1969 he wrote “I’m just playing the new Dusty Springfield LP (‘In Memphis’): 
terribly nice and soully; I’m very keen on Dusty”. 
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As with music, so with literature. His reading and interests were boundless and took in Scott 
Fitzgerald (a big favourite), Hardy, Yeats, Orwell and William Faulkner and the writers of 
the Deep South. He published a number of books of his own, notably ‘Hard Travellin’ – an 
exhaustively researched history of the American hobo. His literary interests were apparent in 
his 1958 book, ‘The Angry Decade’, which focussed upon such writers as Colin Wilson and 
John Osborne. The book’s opening line seemed to reflect the turmoil within its pages: 
“Before Seymour Glass, a character in J D Salinger’s short story ‘A Perfect Day for 
Bananafish’, goes up to his hotel room to shoot himself, he…” 
 
‘The Angry Decade’ was a serious attempt at an analysis of what it was that so many young 
people were angry about in 1950s England. In the process Allsop demonstrated that he was 
certainly a man who knew what was happening as his conclusion to the book indicates: 
 
“…anger has a limited use. Love has a wider application, and it is that which needs 
describing wherever it can be found so that we may all recognise it and learn its use”. 
 
It was a prophecy that would be realised in the following decade in ‘The Summer of Love’ 
and ‘All You Need Is Love’. Allsop ahead of the zeitgeist. I have wondered what gave this 
seemingly-reserved and inwardly-directed man such sensitive antennae in relation to the 
outer world. Maybe it was that his senses, being so calmly attentive to atmosphere were 
somehow attuned to the soundwaves and echoes adrift on the ether. Maybe it was just a gift. 
 
Whatever it was, he was a man of the world who always sought to escape into nature, and his 
writing was a delight, even when not intended for publication, like this extract from an 
October letter: 
 
“I’m sitting out on the balcony typing this in blissful unwavering sunshine as it has been 
since morning; not, now, quite so hot but with a rather wan warmth and an over-ripish light in 
which the apples glow like red fairy lights and the hedges beyond the orchard are ablaze with 
haws and hips and have clusters of purple bruises which are blackthorn fruit. The Knoll’s got 
a faint haze over it, like butter muslin, and all the trees straggling up to it are flaked with rust; 
a general air of decline and fall but with an acrid smell of coming frosts in the sickly decay”. 
 
Discovering that this TV personality loved and wrote about nature forged a link with my lost 
adolescence which had been a time when I was entranced by the romantic rural idylls of 
Henry Williamson, author of ‘Tarka The Otter’. So you may imagine the frisson – the hair-
raising tingle of excitement I received - when I learned that, not only did Allsop revere 
Williamson too, but that the two men were actually friends, though Williamson must have 
been an old man by then. 
 
There was one line quoted by Williamson in an essay that had cleaved itself to my heart and 
to my mind at the age of sixteen: “The beautiful swallows, be tender to them” – which were 
the words of Richard Jefferies, 19th Century essayist and novelist, and much beloved by 
Williamson. Until I read these words I had never heard of Jefferies, and now, many years 
later, I find Jefferies reaching out to me again in Kenneth Allsop’s prose:  
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 “In the first Richard Jefferies book I ever had, his ‘Life of the Fields’, I was caught by his 
‘dreamy summer haze’ – the murmur and rippling of a meadow, ‘scented as though a hundred 
hives of honey had been emptied upon it’… In that same essay Jefferies said he believed that 
‘ultimately the sunshine and the summer, the flowers and the azure sky, shall become 
interwoven into man’s existence’. Did the flower-children of our time read Jefferies? ‘To be 
beautiful and to be calm, without mental fear, is the ideal of nature,’ he wrote. Did the 
Glastonbury pilgrims know that their slogan had been written a century ago?” 
 
At the end of the ‘Letters’ Amanda Allsop writes that on 11 May 1973 “my parents went to 
Exeter for the West Country Writers’ Congress, where my father met up with a very dear, and 
briefly estranged, friend, Henry Williamson. ‘There were warm greetings all round’, my 
father wrote in his diary. 
 
He had recently been fitted with a new artificial leg, which caused him pain and 
despondency. 
 
But there were compensations. The weekend of 18-21 May, my parents went to Wales, and 
were exhilarated by the countryside and the birdlife. 20 May was a ‘red letter day’ – two 
kites, two buzzards, a kestrel, and a peregrine falcon and tiercel sighted in one spot. On the 
way back to Dorset on 21 May he returned to watch the peregrines and ‘felt satisfied and full 
of delight for them’”. 
 
Kenneth Allsop always loved peregr ine falcons – they symbolised for him a freedom and a 
beauty beyond the reach of humanity. 
 
The 23rd May 1973 was Amanda Allsop’s 24th birthday. It was the day that Kenneth Allsop 
took his own life. 
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I Ain’t Marchin’ Anymore 
 
By 
Russell Blatcher 
 
Richard Thompson has not played Manchester for several years now, and so for the third time 
in a row we were driving over the Pennines to Sheffield. We’ve become used to this and quite 
enjoy the trip now. I’m not sure that I would now travel so far so regularly to see any one 
else, except maybe Neil Young. On the Dylan front this has yet to be tested, as Manchester 
seems now to be permanently included on his tour schedule, despite a brief hiatus, for some 
reason after 1966… 
 
Richard is once again a ‘hot’ option, with a documentary on BBC4, and featured in the 
Guardian on Thursday last (Internet Reference 1). As ever, he is celebrated as a hidden 
treasure of English music. This must be a tiresome routine to the man himself. As ever the 
real underlying issue is sales. His fall firmly into the cult bracket, and his fan base falls very 
firmly into people of a certain age. Walking through Sheffield City centre, they were clearly 
recognisable (as I’m sure I am).  Just to check I asked the only other couple in the restaurant 
if they were going to see Thompson: “Yes we’ve driven up from Northampton”. 
 
Thompson has recently left Capitol Records and his new release The Old Kit Bag came out 
on Cooking Vinyl (Internet Reference 2). I have often wondered whether any of his many 
record companies have imagined they could achieve some kind of breakthrough into the big 
time, and how far this has influenced their policy on the musical front. I’m sure that 
Thompson himself entertains no such fantasies, and hopefully will retain a closer control of 
such matters now he is with a smaller record company. 
 
Usually Thompson has played at the City Hall in Sheffield, which contains 3 different venues 
(“Classic style Concert Hall, Art Deco Ballroom, and an intimate Memorial Hall”). In 2003 
for the first time he played in the Lyceum Theatre. First opened in 1897, this fine theatre was 
refurbished in the 90s after coming close to demolition and is now, deservedly  a Grade 2 star 
listed building: 
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The couple in the restaurant recommended that we not miss the support act Kim Richey. I 
was impressed enough by her set to buy a CD in the lobby, especially as the poor woman was 
there in person ‘defacing’ the insert for those who wanted it. So for any of you attending later 
shows, I would get there in time for Kim’s set. 
 
Sheffield was the first English date of the tour, and we therefore got an even longer set than 
usual. The order seemed fairly tied down, even if Pete Zorn could not always remember it. 
My request for Calvary Cross, as usual, fell on deaf ears, but we got just enough guitar 
pyrotechnics to satisfy me. 
 
The new album was heavily represented. 9 of the 12 tracks were played:Gethsemane, Jealous 
Words, I’ll Tag Along, A Love You Can’t Survive, One Door Opens, She Said It Was Destiny, 
Word Unspoken Sight Unseen, Pearly Jim, Outside Of The Inside. This is never a problem 
with Thompson because his work is so consistent. I was struck by how seamlessly the new 
works slotted into the repertoire. Towards the end he referred to “rehearsing frantically”, and 
this had certainly paid off, even with a new drummer, Earl Harvin, joining regulars Danny 
Thompson, on bass, and Pete Zorn, on just about everything else, as well as  his usual 
peerless harmony vocals. The high point of the show from Zorn was a scorching solo on 
Shoot Out The Lights, played on mandolin. Thompson’s use of string bass throughout is one 
of the unusual features of the band’s style of playing. He provides a dynamic driving pulse 
throughout, but at the same time, is much more to the forefront of the sound than even many 
jazz bass players. I am sometimes reminded of Charles Mingus or Jimmy Garrison. 
 
One special addition to the set was Phil Ochs’ I Ain’t Marchin’ Anymore(Internet Reference 
8). Thompson had inserted a verse of his own about Bush, Blair and Iraq. Hearing Ochs’ 
remarks about the old men sending out the young men to fight and die had me close to tears: 
 

It's always the old to lead us to the war 
It's always the young to fall 
Now look at all we've won with the sabre and the gun 
Tell me is it worth it all 
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Thompson made his own anti-war position clear, both in performing the song, and in his 
introduction to it. I only wish more artists would do this, especially Americans (Bob?). 
 
That the chosen song was by Phil Ochs is significant. He may have been no match for Bob 
Dylan in talent as a singer and songwriter, but in terms of radicalism and bravery, I’m not so 
sure. Indeed, it would seem he paid a heavy price for this in both in his career and personal 
life . Dylan learned very early the price of speaking your mind publicly. I’m thinking 
specifically of the reaction to his remarks about Lee Oswald when receiving the Tom Paine 
award at a Bill of Rights dinner held by the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee in New 
York (December 13, 1963). In his letter of apology to the committee he said: 
 

I should've remembered I am BOB DYLAN an I dont have to speak I dont have t say 
nothin if I dont wanna but I didn't remember  

(Internet Reference 3) 

 
Dylan learned this lesson well. Since then, he has (mostly) kept his views to himself, or 
expressed them cryptically. If he needed a reminder it came in the world wide reaction when 
he publicly embraced Christianity. To quote Vito Corleone: “Never let anyone outside the 
family know what you are thinking”. 
 
Another song on a related theme, and a long standing fixture in Thompson’s live sets is Al 
Bowlly’s In Heaven(originally released on Daring Adventures 1986). This should be featured 
in some kind of Master Class of Songwriting. The arrangement perfectly reflects the period 
when Bowlly worked and manifests the strong link between Bowlly and the Second World 
War (he was killed in the Blitz 17th April 1941-Internet Reference 4). At the same time the 
stumbling broken rhythm depicts the narrator, a stumbling, broken war veteran: 
 

Well I gave my youth to king and country 
But what's my country done for me but sentenced me to misery 
I traded my helmet and my parachute 
For a pair of crutches and a demob suit 
Al Bowlly's in heaven and I'm in limbo now  
 
Hard times, hard hard times 
Hostels and missions and dosser's soup lines 
Can't close me eyes on a bench or a bed 
For the sound of some battle raging in my head 
 

Thompson combines his love for the music of the period with a trenchant portrait of the 
reality of the aftermath of war for many of those who survive it. I would like to compare this 
with the view adopted by Spielberg and Hanks in Band Of Brothers and Saving Private Ryan. 
These appear to be more realistic than any earlier portrayal of soldiers in battle. The addition 
of interviews with some of the survivors attempts to give credibility to the version of events 
shown. But the main feature of those veterans who suffer like Thompson’s narrator (“the 
sound of some battle raging in my head”) is their inability to articulate their feelings about the 
war as they experienced it. That is why Thompson’s achievement in giving them a voice is so 
wonderful. 
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There is no question in my mind that Easy Company of the 101st Airborne, the focus of Band 
Of Brothers were some of the most resourceful, unflinching, focussed and yes, brave, soldiers 
ever seen. The necessity of waging war against Germany at that time is almost universally 
accepted these days, which is why comparisons with that period (Munich in particular) have 
yet again been made in the Iraq situation. 
 
There is a rich moment of black comedy in the film The Godfather, when Clemenza, whilst 
showing Michael Corleone how to gun down two men in cold blood, adds his criticism of 
appeasement: 
 

You know you got to stop them at the beginning,  
like they should have stopped Hitler at Munich, They should never've let him get 
away with that. They were just asking for big trouble. You know, Mike, we was 
all proud of you --being a hero and all. Your father, too.  
 
[Clemenza hands Michael the gun after adjusting it. Michael points and fires the  
unloaded gun]  
 

I’m sure Michael Corleone would have done well in Easy Company. However, perhaps we 
should ask ourselves how to view such advice from the caporegime of a Mafia family. We 
can only celebrate the heroism of Easy Company (which is what Band Of Brothers indeed 
does) if we accept the moral purpose of their enterprise. If not, then their actions in such a 
context (killing or maiming their fellow human beings) are no different to similar actions 
carried out by Mafia button men, the Wehrmacht, the IRA or Fatah’s suicide bombers. And 
even if you accept their objective, can you justify their actions? 
 
We often hear condemnation of the killing of ‘innocent’ victims. But who is innocent and 
who is guilty? The legitimate use of force for purposes of self defence is enshrined in most 
legal codes. But they are always tempered by the concept of ‘reasonable’ force. Our legal 
system is regularly mocked by the likes of the Daily Mail when some householder is 
prosecuted for assaulting a burglar. Their unstated position is that, if I catch a burglar in my 
home, it is fine for me to inflict injury upon him to any extent to which I feel inclined. The 
Tony Martin case (see Internet Reference 5) is a classic in this regard. The right wing press 
was unembarrassed to support a man who shot and killed a teenager in the back with a 
Winchester pump action shotgun as he ran away from his house. Indeed, the Tories said they 
would change the law to prevent any such prosecutions in the future. 
 
In a war, the notion of self defence is spread onto a global stage, and all notions of reasonable 
force are abandoned. We can use any methods to defeat our opponent. We certainly do not 
need to wait until we are attacked. We certainly do not have to use reasonable force. What 
exactly is a ‘War Crime’? How do the consequences of the use of atomic weapons, missiles, 
bombs, machine guns, hand guns and knives ever vary? How can the use of such weapons 
ever be reasonable?  
 
There is one, rarely mentioned element to this, the glamour of war. Richard Thompson refers 
to this in the first verse of Al Bowlly’s In Heaven: 
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Well we were heroes then, and the girls were all pretty 
And a uniform was a lucky charm, bought you the key to the city 
We used to dance the whole night through 
While Al Bowlly sang "The Very Thought Of You" 
Now Bowlly's in heaven and I'm in limbo now  
(Internet Reference 6) 

 

Some men can enjoy ‘a good war’, both on the battlefield and off it, and emerge unscathed. 
Indeed, on the opposite side, such men, denied these opportunities in peacetime, can cause 
serious social problems, for there are no other outlets for their skills. I would seriously 
suggest that some of the leaders of the once widespread football gangs here and on the 
continent would have been Company commanders in World War II. Just consider their 
mastery of logistics: it is not unknown for the leaders of rival groups to confer together via 
mobile phones to arrange a mutually agreeable venue away from the eyes of the police. 

 

I followed Band Of Brothers with a mixture of horror and fascination. One thing is clear, that 
some men are born to fight, and some are born to lead them. The final episode provides a 
summary of the post-war lives of the survivors. If any suffered the fate of Richard 
Thompson’s soldier, wandering the streets, outside of society, we are not blessed with this 
information.  

 

The makers of Band Of Brothers no doubt feel that they portray the full horror and heroism 
of war and it’s ultimate justification. In episode 9, Easy Company discover an concentration 
camp, recently abandoned by the guards. Just to make the meaning of this obvious, that 
episode is entitled Why We Fight. But we should know that using the Holocaust as a 
justification for American intervention in the European theatre is very much a post facto 
imposition. 

 

The US ostensibly entered the war because of  the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbour. 
Consider the similarities to the attack on New York in September 2001. In both cases 
warnings of the attack were ignored by the US government. In both cases the consequences 
of the attack were used to justify turning away from a more cautious and isolationist foreign 
policy. 

 

Governments always conceal the true motives for war from the ir citizens, because these 
motives are always essentially economic. What brought the United States out of  the 
depression? The New Deal? No, it was the second World War. Can we seriously believe that 
George Bush shares Tony Blair’s apparent compassion for the victims of the Saddam regime, 
when he and his predecessors in the White House have so often ignored or colluded in the 
excesses of similar or worse regimes, whenever it coincided with their military or economic 
interests. 
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Richard Thompson gave us a succinct summary of this process in Yankee Go Home (Amnesia 
1988): 

 

I lost count of the chewing gum that I've had 
And Coca-Cola make my teeth go bad 
We'll handle this on our own 
Yankee go home! 
 
Dow Jones going into a stall 
Spray paint saying it on every wall 
The climb was fine, now it's time to decline and fall 
 
Over-paid, over-sexed and over here 
Get smart, gringo, disappear 
The Hun's at the gates of Rome 
Yankee go home! Yankee go home! Go home! 
Go home! Go home! 

 
There you have it: when the stock market falls too low, the troops must march. The Hun this 
time is Saddam Hussein, but anyone will do really. 
 
 
Set List (starting point: Steve Willis Review on RT-List- Internet Reference 7) 
 
Tear stained letter    Hand Of Kindness(1983) 
Gethsemane      The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
Pearly Jim     The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
Outside of the inside    The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
Razor dance     you? me? us? 
Missee how you let me down   Daring Adventures(1986) 
Al Bowlly’s In Heaven   Daring Adventures(1986) 
A Love you can't survive    The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
I Ain’t marching any more   Phil Ochs:I Ain't Marchin' Anymore(1965) 
One door opens     The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
I'll tag along     The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
Bank vault in heaven    you? me? us? 
I want To Se The Bright lights Tonight  Want To See The Bright Lights Tonight(1974) 
Shoot out the lights    Shoot out the lights(1982) 
She said it was destiny   he Old Kit Bag(2003) 
Two left feet     Hand Of Kindness(1983) 
Can't win     Amnesia(1988) 
 
First encore: 
 
1952 Vincent Black Lightening  Rumour And Sigh(1991) 
Crawl back     Mock Tudor(1999) 
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Wall of death     Shoot out the lights(1982) 
 
Second encore: 
 
Man in need     Shoot out the lights(1982) 
Jealous words     The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
Words unspoken, sight unseen  The Old Kit Bag(2003) 
 

Internet References 
 
1. http://www.guardian.co.uk/arts/features/story/0,11710,903748,00.html 
2. http://www.cookingvinyl.com/richard_thompson/index.php 
3. http://www.aiconnect.com/~reiki/tom_paine.htm 
4. http://www.btinternet.com/~I.Rogers/intro.html 
5. http://www.guardian.co.uk/martin/article/0,2763,583540,00.html 
6. http://www.richardthompson-music.com/song_o_matic.asp?id=150 
7. http://www.rtlist.net/ 
8. http://www.cs.pdx.edu/~trent/ochs/i-aint.html 
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THE BEAT GOES ON! 
By  

Richard Lewis 
 

One of my favourite artists is Eric Andersen. I first came across him in the pages of “Sing 
Out” and “Broadside” magazines around 1964/5. In the November 1964 issue of Sing Out 
(Vol.14 No.5) there is a wonderful David Gahr photo of Tom Paxton, Eric Andersen and Phil 
Ochs backstage at Newport 1964. Paxton and Ochs both look like student journalists whereas 
Andersen with his longer hair and dark glasses just exudes that same sort of cool that Dylan 
does. The first real profile about him was about a year later in Sing Out (Vol.16 No.1) from 
Feb/Mar 1966 when they printed his song “Thirsty Boots” already made famous by Judy 
Collins. At that point I had still not heard him sing as his first album had passed me by and I 
don’t think his second album “‘bout changes & things” was even released over here. 
 
It wasn’t until I went to America in 1967 that I really heard him properly when he was one of 
the guests at Al Kooper’s ‘farewell concert’ at the Café Au Go Go in New York on July 27th. 
Eric Andersen was backed by a three-piece band that included the wonderful Paul Harris on 
electric piano. Amongst other songs he sang “Thirsty Boots” and some new ones “Tin Can 
Alley” and “Rolling Home”. Whilst in New York I bought his 3rd album which was called “ 
‘bout changes ‘n’ things take 2” and was an electrified version of his second album featuring 
the previously mentioned Paul Harris along with Harvey Brooks and Herbie Lovelle. It was 
wonderful and included the beautiful version of “Close The Door Lightly” that the early 
Fairport Convention would soon add to their repertoire. It also had on it the good news that “a 
new album, Songs from Tin Can Alley, by Eric Andersen, featuring all of his latest 
compositions, will be available shortly.” 
 
I first mentioned my admiration for Eric Andersen back in Freewheelin’ No. 52 which 
amazingly was some 13 years ago in December 1989. Then I quoted from a long letter that 
Eric had written to Gordon Friesen and Sis Cunningham and which was published in the 
March ’66 issue (No.68) of Broadside magazine. Having mentioned Kennedy, youth, songs, 
poetry, rock, folk, Newport ’65 and the folk-rock debate he concludes with this paragraph 
about Dylan 
 
And Dylan, the young American Millionaire, who has no circulation problems, still prowls 
the streets like a ragged priest in pursuit of a sight, a soul or a sentence. About all he has to 
show for it are the strains of a rugged concert schedule, a couple new polka-dot shirts, and 
tables of empty and half empty glasses of drinks he bought for people. The rest is for stash, 
hid somewhere for the jealous ones to worry about. He is still after only one thing, and he 
pursues it like it was God…the next best thing…his words. The only thing all his critics have 
in common is their jealousy. And if they don’t burn him for one thing, they’ll crucify him for 
another. But people have killed for less. What they don’t realise is that he is a very religious 
person and haunts himself like a saint. His only temple of worship is his words and songs. 
And those critics who don’t believe in him but still buy his records, they should stop and not 
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attend. They should turn away to building their own churches and believing in them. Or 
become Episcopalians. 
 
At that time in late 1989 Eric Andersen released his first album for some years called “Ghosts 
Upon The Road” having spent much of the 80s in self imposed exile in Europe. The title 
track is a ten-minute piece that he describes as “something closer to a narrative without 
melody, like a short story, set to rhythm and music, that would incorporate abstract sounds”.  
It is set in the winter of 1964 and moves between Boston and New York. Along the way we 
meet David Blue who teaches him a song that eventually becomes “The Blind Fiddler”, Dean 
Moriarty, Georges Clemenceau, Ramblin’ Jack Elliott and finally Jack Kerouac himself. It is 
a fine song and a fine album. The reference to Kerouac is just the start of his continuing 
involvement with what is often referred to as “The Beats”. Then Eric Andersen returned to 
Norway and only emerged to issue a couple of albums made with Rick Danko and Jonas 
Fjeld. The first of these albums like “Ghosts Upon The Road” features liner notes by the late 
Robert Palmer, one of the better writers from Rolling Stone. 
 
In 1997 he contributes to a CD tribute to Kerouac called “kicks joy darkness” by reading the 
unpublished chorus 10 from “The Brooklyn Bridge Blues” whilst actually on the Brooklyn 
Bridge.  It is in 1999 that a new solo album finally comes out. This is “Memory of the 
Future” and as well as a superb version of his friend Phil Ochs’ “When I’m Gone” it has a 
major new song called “Rain Falls Down In Amsterdam”. The latter is one of those songs 
that just rocks you back on your heels as it sends goose pimples up your spine. Each hearing 
makes it get better. You owe it to yourself to hear this track. Also in 1999 he writes an article 
for Rolling Stones’ “Book of the Beats”. 
 
The following year gives us the surprising blues based “you can’t relive the past” featuring 
collaborations with Lou Reed and R L Burnside. Again there is an exceptional song that 
moved me to tears the first time I heard it and can still have that effect when I hear it now. 
This is “Eyes of the Immigrant” and should be compulsory listening for those reporters who 
spend their time abusing asylum seekers. And now in 2003 a brand new double CD emerges 
called “Beat Avenue”. On the second CD is the title track “the song “Beat Avenue” is a 26- 
minute story about a 24-hour day in November 1963, when Eric Andersen was a 20-year-old 
singer-songwriter living in San Francisco. One evening, after a poetry reading in Haight-
Ashbury, Eric attended a gathering in the San Francisco hills along with Beat poets Allen 
Ginsberg, Lawrence Ferlinghetti, Neal Cassady, Michael McClure and David Meltzer. It was 
November 22nd 1963, the day President John F Kennedy was assassinated.” As some of you 
may remember from my article in November 1997 that day was also my 16th birthday. 
 
Inside the CD is a photo of Eric under a sign saying “The Times” and above the photo is this 
quote from Bob Dylan: 
 
“It’s all about livelihood. It’s all about going out and playing. That’s what every musician 
who has crossed my path strives for.” 
 
The CD is “Dedicated to Bob Dylan: true poet, hard worker, man of constant wonder, good 
friend, teacher, the master.” 
 
Worth a listen, I think. 
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Blazin' in My Head 
 

by Paula K.V. Radice 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The worst condemnation of any song would be, I think, to say that it was unconvincing.  To 
say, in effect, that you hadn't been able to suspend your disbelief for the amount of time the 
song  took to listen to; that you hadn't been able to see beyond the mechanics of the music or 
lyric into some deeper understanding of something. 
 
I keep waiting to find a new Dylan song unconvincing.  Having arrived at Dylan very late - in 
the mid-1980's -  I suppose it is now an inbuilt defence mechanism, being prepared for the 
worst so as to be able to cope with a  potentially huge disappointment.  If you had become a 
Dylan fan in the years that Knocked Out Loaded and Empire Burlesque were the new albums 
being released, do you think you would be any different?  Personally, I think I deserve a 
medal for still being here (the week following the release of Under the Red Sky was a  real 
danger point).  Moreover, there is an inevitable suspicion, I suppose,  that the last two albums 
and handful of non-album songs have been so very good that nobody - not even Dylan, or 
maybe especially the wilful, unpredictable Dylan - could sustain such a rich seam for an 
extended length of time. How much longer?  How much longer?  How much longer before a 
duff song/album comes out again?  
 
O we of little faith.  Not only is the seam running on, but if anything it's getting richer, 
deeper, all the time. 
 
I'm talking about 'Cross the Green Mountain,  of course.  It has me completely hypnotised at 
the moment.  I quite literally can't listen to, don't want to listen to, anything else.  It has had 
the same impact on me as hearing Blind Willie McTell or Sad Eyed Lady of the Lowlands for 
the first time: I'm utterly convinced, utterly delighted, utterly amazed. 
 
I probably (certainly) won't be able to write about it coherently enough to do it justice (if I 
start babbling, forgive me, you know what being in love does to your powers of articulation), 
but here goes... 
 

 



Where does the power of the song lie?  On first hearing, it was the voice and the melody 
that struck me.  It's a simple, but powerful hymn- like tune, a real battle hymn, which rises 
and falls beautifully, mirroring the internalised struggle between the high-minded ideals of 
the soldier - trying to "look upward, beyond"  - and the bloody, grief- and blood-strewn 
reality of his daily existence in battle.  The simple tune allows Dylan to unleash the full 
cannon-charge of his vocal growls and croons.  I have stated before my disagreement with 
those who have recently written Dylan's voice off as "ravaged" or "damaged" in some way.  
This song, more than any other I think, demonstrates the full potential of the evolution of 
Dylan's voice.  The timbre may be different, but there is no less subtlety and Dylan can 
convey a staggering array of shades of meaning with this voice.   
 
Listen to the tenderness in the first lines of the "Letter to Mother" stanza - and then hear the 
bitterness of the killer line "He'll never be better; he's already dead", or the arch rancour of 
the line that finally reveals (like the punchline to a music hall joke - ta da!)  that the 
Captain, the "Great Leader", was killed by his own men.  Never before has Dylan had a 
voice able to do the full brilliant justice it does here to the falling final lines of stanzas: the 
last words fall like leadshot and roll through the brain.  I'm thinking, particularly, of the 
lines "All must yield, to the avenging God", where that God, as Dylan sings him, is the 
grimmest and most merciless imaginable, and "The ground's froze hard, And the morning 
is lost", where there is simply no room left to doubt that the loss is total, irredeemable. 
 
It has been fashionable to refer to Dylan's 21st century voice as his "Blues" voice, as if the 
rest of his career could be seen from one angle as merely a warming-up, a preparation for 
the time when he would be able to sing Blues with a fully-authentic life-scarred, down-and-
dirty, gravel-bottomed voice.  Being Dylan, of course, he's made it more than that.  As he 
uses it here, it is superb,  like listening to the voice of History, rolling through the mists of 
Time. 
 
Voices need words, of course, and it's almost impossible to know where to start praising 
the lyric here.  It would have been so easy for Dylan to have rushed off a pastiche Civil 
War lyric; a few "Johnnies",  perhaps a drummer boy or two, a couple of references to 
brothers fighting each other?  It would have done the job.  It would have done for the 
Under the Red Sky Dylan.  What Dylan has done, instead, is to allow full  rein to his 
instinct for what might be termed "precise generalities", with the Civil War flavour imbued 
in the way the language is used.  There are very few geographical or chronological 
specificities;  no General or battle is named.  The "dim Atlantic line" and "Alabama" 
references act only to mark out the extent of the canvas.  Expanses can be either vast ("the 
ravaged land lies for miles behind ") or human-scaled ("I'm ten miles outside the city"), but 
where they are is less important.  Our own historical  knowledge of the events of the Civil 
War allows us to fill in the possible details, and allows the song to keep its power to see 
generalities of the human condition in a full range of contexts.  
 
For the same reason, sides aren't taken, either.  The Biblical, ancient tone of the language, 
where enemies are "foes" rather than Yankees or Rebs,  forces us always to see the 
combatants in their full individual humanness.  Comrades in battle feel the same about each 
other ("We loved each other more than we ever dared to tell")  regardless of which side 
they are on.  Each side believes itself to be "loyal to truth and to right".  All must yield to 
the avenging God, irrespective.  Often it's not even clear if the singer means those on his 
side or the other: "They never dreamed of surrendering: they fell where they stood".   Of 
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course; such things don't change.  These are the same men that fought outside Jericho, at 
Valley  
 
Forge, at Ypres.  The Mother (not "his Mother", or "my Mother" , just "Mother" ) is every 
Mother waiting for news from a battle front, the same Mother who will, tragically, soon be 
receiving Ministry of Defence-relayed news from an Iraqi battlefield.What a truism to say 
that Dylan is a brilliant user o f words.  But I think it would be worse to take it for granted.  
There are lines in this song that hit between the eyes like the very best of the 1960s Dylan 
(you know, the one that everyone tells us was so much better than the one we've got 
nowadays).   Is anyone else - anyone else around at the moment - capable of the simple 
honest pointedness of lines like these? 
 
 
Pride will vanish, and glory will rot. 
But virtue lives and cannot be forgot... 
 
The bells of evening have rung, 
There's blasphemy on every tongue. 
Let 'em say that I walked in fair nature's light, 
And that I was loyal to truth and to right.. 
 
Serve God and be cheerful, 
Look upward, beyond; 
Beyond the darkness of masks, 
The surprises of dawn... 
 
Stars fell over Alabama; 
I saw each star. 
You're walking in dreams, 
Whoever you are. 
Chilled are the skies;  
Keen is the frost. 
The ground's froze hard, 
And the morning is lost... 
 
..I'm lifted away, 
In an ancient light 
That is not of day. 
 
 
 
The language freezes the song firmly in the past (like the sepia-tinted eternity captured by 
the photographers on the Civil War battlefields) but the whole song magicks time.  There is 
movement throughout, but the core of the song is standing still,  encountered as a 
"monstrous dream" and therefore belonging both to the past and future, and to neither.  It is 
another watching/waiting/listening/perched on the edge of an abyss song ("I watch and I 
wait, and I listen while I stand") - like so many of those on Time Out of Mind and "Love 
and Theft", where a solitary witness articulates what has happened and will happen, and has 
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no control over either: "I think of the souls in Heaven, who we'll meet ".  A force beyond 
human control - the "something that came up out of the sea" - is  sweeping the land.   (The 
scattering of Time is also suggested by the use of an echo and pre-echo on Dylan's voice). 
 
Unlike the heat-soaked  witness on either of those albums, though, this one is chilled to the 
bone, by events and by the conditions in which he faces his future.  The landscape of this 
South is very much a dark, wintry one, with the ground frozen hard (despite the burning of 
altars) and everywhere an old, grey world,  where lessons are hard learnt and comfort is 
hard come by.  Music heard from a Heaven "blazing in my head " (an image which unites 
colour and heat)  suggests that the only solace is to be found in a righteous death called "my 
merciful friend".  Musically, this is suggested by intermittently penetrating organ notes, 
which fall through the background like rays of sunlight piercing smoke-grey clouds of 
battle.  In fact, all of the instrumentation works brilliantly to support the context of the 
lyric.  Drummer-boy snare rolls alleviate a thumping heartbeat of a bassline, whilst 
plaintive fiddles play out the "sad yet sweet " memories motif.  It all works beautifully 
together, poignant and powerful. 
 
What else to say?  There are lots of little verbal clevernesses that could be commented on, 
for example, in the line "Peace may he know", listen for the hollowness in Dylan's voice in 
the word "know" that degrades it instantly into an all-denying "no".  There won't be any 
peace for him.  Very little can be taken at face value.  Captains who are "quick to defend" 
are no longer "quick", they're the Biblical opposite - dead.   
 
There's one point which I'm not sure of.  The title of the song suggests that the 'Cross is 
short for Across,  when in fact  the first line is very clearly "I  cross the Green Mountain..."   
Does that mean that the title tells us that death has already been transcended, and that all 
that follows is recollection?  Has he already been "lifted away", and the clearness of his 
gaze is that of one who is already "upward, beyond"?   Is this soldier's "long night" , like 
his Captain's, already done? 
 
Like all the best Art, 'Cross the Green Mountain bears frequent exposure.  The day of the 
anti-war march in London, I played it non-stop on the train all the way from Hastings to 
Charing Cross, and back.  Three and a half hours.  I didn't mean to - I'm not that weird.  I 
had a full complement of other Cds with me for the journey, including Blonde on Blonde.   
I just couldn't help it.  I didn't want to listen to anything else.  And I still don't, three weeks 
later.  How could we get George Bush to listen to it?    Or, more significantly, how could 
we get him to understand it? 
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Michael Gray 
           At The Guildhall 
 
By  Neil Watson 
 
Inside the wax museums, Bob Dylan and the History of Rock ‘n’ Roll goes upon trial. 
Voices echo of days gone by. Robert Shelton, Studs Terkel. Two great voices from the 
past, with great presence. I could listen to those guys talk all night long.  Not just about 
Dylan or music in general, but just about any topic they wish to choose. 
They both had that magical way of engaging an audience. Now the time has come for Bob 
to engage us in his times past with ‘Chronicles’. Talk to us.  
And what will the masked and anonymous man in the wig and hat and a fake beard 
plastered on his brow have to say to us.  Will it be mostly about Fate? Only Jack really 
knows, and of course his best friend Frank who still holds the key. 
 
‘Bob Dylan to be played by a woman in his life story’ proclaimed the headline in the 
Independent newspaper 21st February, 2003. ‘God is a woman, we all know that’ said Bob 
Dylan in 1966!  The headline was regarding the new Todd Haynes film he is making on 
Dylan’s life. Apparently this life story has Bob’s full backing  and has given Haynes 
‘unprecedented access to his music and previous film work’ with whom he has forged a 
close friendship. 
 
I’d missed the advertisment one day that a Michael Gray talk was coming my way until a 
friend rang to say. ‘Bob Dylan And The History Of Rock ‘n’ Roll’ – An evening with 
author Michael Gray. I was surprised to learn the talk was to be held at the old Guildhall in 
Lichfield. Just up the road for us! 
This turned out to be a very enjoyable evening with a good and interesting talk from Mr 
Gray. I met up with 3 or 4 old friends who had also turned up at the event, so the trip was 
well worth the effort. 
Gray started off talking about Dylan’s early days in Hibbing, and his own pilgrimage to the 
town. As you would half expect it appears the name Bob Dylan is not too revered back in 
his old hometown. Nothing of any note is to be found in the local library. No plaques 
abound, Nothing.  Hibbing is a mining town, iron ore. That’s what they are interested in.  
Any stranger would have no idea that it all started off for the young Bob Dylan in this 
town! 
Gray continued the story of Dylan’s early sixties journey to New York City to take the 
‘Rock ‘n’ Roll’ route. One small problem to overcome as things turned out. 
‘The day the music died’.   
 
After the early emergance  of  ‘Rock ‘n’ Roll’ music in the mid 50’s that the young Bob 
had been so greatly influenced by, seemed to be dying a death by the time he hit New 
York. 
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Buddy Holly had died so tragically in a plane crash in 1959 soon after Dylan had seen his 
concert in Minnesota. Elvis was drafted into the army and served in Germany. Little 
Richard, Bob’s main influence, became a Preacher and only sang gospel songs for a while. 
Secretly, Bob probably wouldn’t have minded that too much! 
The other piano ‘Rock ‘n’ Roller’ Jerry Lee Lewis wed his cousin which left his career in 
tatters, and later went into Country music. Soon after this Eddie Cochran was killed in a car 
crash while touring the UK. 
Was all this some kind of ‘planned’ conspiracy against ‘Rock ‘n’ Roll music?  It was an 
unbelievable sequence of events without a doubt. 
Must have left the young Bob Dylan with a real sense of ‘mixed up confusion’. 
So Bob had to put his real reason for hitting New York City on hold for the time being and 
joined the impending ‘Folk music’ boom.  He soon became the best goddam ‘folkie’ in the 
business.  Which would serve it’s purpose – for now! 
 
Michael Gray also talked about the time he was invited backstage to meet Dylan at the 
Earls Court concerts back in 1978 with his young son Gabriel. He mentioned how Dylan 
was chatting with certain people whilst ignoring the likes of Bianca Jagger and Bill Wyman 
who along with others were waiting to meet Bob. Gray and his son eventually got to meet 
Dylan briefly. Apparently Bob was interested by the fact that Gray’s son had a biblical 
name.  
Asking Gabriel which way he spelt his name, He then signed a copy of the  1978 Tour 
Programme to him. Gray proclaimed after that his son was infact a big Karen Carpenter 
fan!! 
As they always say, it does take alsorts  to make a world. 
 
 
We did get to talk with Michael Gray briefly after his discussion, though it was rapidly 
heading towards midnight when it finished.  During this little chat ‘Freewheelin’’ was 
mentioned. The response was immediate. ‘Freewheelin’’?  Ah, John Stokes?  I had a bit of 
an altercation with John sometime back.  Something about long articles which was printed 
in ‘Song And Dance Man III. If my memory serves me well? 
Michael hasn’t forgotten you John. There is no wrath like a Dylan fan scourned! 
 
 
We have to get Michael Gray along to one of the John Green Days soon. I think we’d better 
talk this over?  
In February Gray was due to do another talk on Dylan’s life and music called ‘Bob Dylan 
And The Blues’ in the Pavilion Gardens at Buxton in Derbyshire. 
A great topic to discuss on for sure. I was hoping to get to hear that one too, it would have 
been another great evening but unfortunately I didn’t make it. I’d like to get to see it some 
other time though. It’s one to look out for. 
 
. 
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In the Time of my Confession 
         (aka WWIYW) 
 
By  Jim Gillan 
 
 
It’s coming up on twenty years ago, and a lot has happened since then. From a distance it’s 
possible to see the bigger picture but at the price of detail. However, knowing more and 
understanding less is only a part of it. The spontaneity of the moment, the mood is gone, 
making informed appraisal impossible.  Journalists, historians, trained observers and 
skilled analysts could perhaps do it better, but would not necessarily get any closer to the 
elusive truth.  Anyway, Dylan had played two shows, one in Madrid on 27 th June 1984 and 
the other, a couple of days later in Barcelona. In between he was interviewed by Mick 
Brown, with amongst other things, Dylan acknowledging a continued interest in the Book 
of Revelation.  Coincidence or statement of intent?  I don’t know.  Nor do I know how he 
managed to be in Madrid and in the Church on the same day, but she says it was 
DEFINITELY 26th June. 
 
Extremadura is in South Western Spain, the name giving an unmistakable clue to the 
challenges of living there.  A land for the truly hardy, the relentless ascetics.  Guadalupe 
Monastery lies to the east of the region and is home to the Black Virgin.  Perhaps it was 
there he was headed for, or was heading from, when he spotted the bleached walls of a 
Church in a place so small, so abandoned that maps don’t carry the name of it.  Around the 
Church a few empty shells of simple houses, roofs stripped and stones carried away was all 
that remained of a community that, through having to eke out an existence on the very 
edge, spent its days close to Creation. 

 

Maybe he wanted a break from travelling, maybe he was drawn by simple curiosity, maybe 
he sensed something within.  Despite the condition of the other buildings, the outside of the 
Church was still intact.  But when he pushed back the already partly opened door he could 
see that most of the pews had gone, as had all of the hangings.  The stone floor was 
covered in sand blown in through every opening.  He would, I suspect, have noticed the 
footprints, knowing which were new and which were not.  The few window spaces had no 
glass in them and to keep the interior cool, were set high in walls that were up to eight feet 
thick at the base.  A simple altar was set in a shallow recess, at the back of which was a 
painting of the Madonna, cradling the Infant.  The brushwork was simple, the execution 
accomplished rather than talented.  Some fading of the pigment had occurred, softening the 
lines and so giving it a more ethereal appearance, entirely in keeping with the subject. It 
measured some five feet high by just over three wide – a slightly odd ratio but one done to 
allow for the various saintly figures which were painted down one side. 
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In the back of the Church, deep in the shadow cast by the open door, was a man dressed 
simply, but unmistakably, as a traveller.  Sitting unnoticed throughout (or so he says) he 
watched as Bob paused in the doorway, taking in all that was before him.  He thinks that 
Bob saw the image of the Madonna bef ore he noticed the woman kneeling to one side, at 
the farthest end of the first pew.  She had chosen that spot as the one which gave the most 
pleasing angle on the painting, though this required her to be turned awkwardly, one knee 
pressed hard against the ancient wood.   Her head was bent slightly forward, her face 
partly shielded by a veil improvised from a scarf of some sort.  Her name was Mary 
Catherine. 

 

She was then twenty-seven and had been travelling for five months with Saul, who was still 
huddled in the shadows at the back of the Church.   Born in rural Sligo, but brought up in 
London and Convent educated, she had stopped attending Mass when she was nineteen and 
had left home for University.  A virgin until two nights ago, it had been Saul’s idea to visit 
Guadalupe, but it was (she says) some sort of inexplicable instinct that drew her off the 
route and to this other Virgin.  She had only been there for ten or fifteen minutes (though, 
according to Saul, it was actually nearly two hours) when Bob appeared in the doorway. 

 

“I knew something was there, even before I realised that it was a man.  I was lost in the 
picture of the Madonna and Infant, drawn to her unnaturally large eyes, so soft and 
knowing.  There was a glimmer of pain in them, as though the future was clear to her.  Her 
halo was less golden than that of the Child and her robes less carefully detailed.  Her 
fingers were like mine were then – very long, but with the nails kept short.  Her hair was 
nearly the same colour and about as long as mine.  She too had it arranged to fall over her 
left shoulder.  The painter would have done that to show as much of her face as possible.  I 
did it in a conscious imitation, even as I veiled myself.  Old habits die hard, as we used to 
say of the ancient Nuns, who sometimes came to class to be shown to us as women who 
were true Brides, women with a spiritual calling to yearn for, rather than a worldly one to 
satisfy. 

 

Maybe it was that small change in the light as he stepped to the door which alerted me, 
though I like to think that everything that happened on that night under the stars had made 
me preternaturally aware.  I didn’t move my head to look around, knowing that Saul was 
somewhere behind me.  I heard footsteps as he walked slowly, but with enormous purpose, 
up the aisle, his boot heels sounding softer on the stone than I would have though possible.   

 

I felt him watching me and, as he drew level, I bent my head and turned it further away.  I 
sensed a knowing smile and mildly irritated by it I hunched over still more.  To shut him 
out I focussed on everything that might distract.  My knees hurt like hell, the left one 
painful from being pushed against the pew.  The sweat that had run down my back and into 
my knickers itched like mad.  I felt my breasts still tender from Saul’s fierce loving and was 
so very conscious of a faint bite mark on the side of my neck.  I squeezed my thighs together 
and watched the soft hairs on my forearm, straining to see them in the gloom.   I peered 
round the edge of my veil.  
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The man had his back to me, studying the Madonna with absolute concentration.  He 
leaned towards it, as though squinting his eyes.  Nodding to himself he straightened, 
rocking slightly back on his heels.  He still had his hat on, the wide brim framing his curls 
like the halo around the Child.  I thought then of how my father would pull his cap off 
before entering a Church and how my brothers would get a  slap if they delayed baring 
their heads.  Somehow I didn’t think that he meant anything disrespectful by leaving his hat 
on.  From the Lord knows where, he had picked a fresh flower and arranged it in the hat 
band.  At that moment, still with his back to me, I knew he could see me as clearly as if it 
was me who was hanging before him and I turned to look f or Saul.  But the back was too 
dark, too deep in shadow.  Even though I knew Saul must be somewhere close, for a 
moment it was like there was just me, the Madonna and him. 

 

He half turned to look at the detail on the lower left side of the painting.  Silhouetted 
against the pale walls, his profile was unmistakable.  I stopped breathing, then almost 
giggled as I remembered something about an imitators contest with a category of ‘most 
Dylanesque nose’ in it.  He turned to face me and I SWEAR his eyes flashed blue.  As my 
mind screamed I looked back at him and pulled the veil from off my head.  I felt him take 
me in.  I felt him look beneath my clothes, my skin, my reason. I felt an immense longing 
and would have stretched on the altar for him had he but crooked his finger.  Then he was 
gone, as though he sensed that the moment had arrived and passed at the very same 
instant.    

 

I made Saul play ‘Visions of Johanna’ over and over again as we drove north, neither of us 
speaking, both of us lost in reflection.  Later, when I lay against him, his hand resting on 
me, our sweat drying, he said in a voice full of wonder ‘he never saw me, but he knew I was 
there’.  And later still, ‘maybe he will write a song about it.’  I hear it all the time, but can’t 
make out the words, nor can I work the guitar parts out, even though that is what I teach.  
And Saul?  He hears it too, but says it’s a different tune, or maybe just a different 
arrangement. But either way, it doesn’t matter.  It belongs to us and is always with us and 
sharing doesn’t dilute it.” 
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES 

 
 

 
 
Like Ice, Like Fire 
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’) 
 
Part 18. That Thin, Wild, Salvation Army Sound 
 

 

Any one who has kept up to speed with my marathon views of ‘Visions of Johanna' may 
recall that I headed Part 16 of this series ‘Bob Dylan & The Ideal Androgyne’. In that part I 
returned to a familiar theme concerning the matter of ‘gender ambiguity’ that I saw in 
certain lines of the song and indeed, taking this theme further, I stood upon the unsettled 
waters of biography and made reference to Dylan’s own androgynous appearance when he 
performed the song in concert in 1966. In view of the vast torrent of words that have been 
amassed in this continuing study of the song, and for the benefit of those who cannot 
possibly be expected to remember everything that I have said, I would like to provide a 
reminder of the references I made to the writings of others who supported, or touched upon, 
my views about Dylan’s male/female confusion of the times. 
 
The first reference came from the introduction to the 2002 published book ‘Do you, Mr. 
Jones? Bob Dylan with the Poets and Professors’ where the Editor, Neil Corcoran had this 
to say: 
 
‘I would add something which, surprisingly enough, no contributor mentions: that the 
carefully constructed and very striking image Dylan made of himself in the mid-60’s was a 
distinctly androgynous one, and that some of the songs of that period – on Blonde on 
Blonde (1966), in particular, have an element of camp.’ 
 
I then moved on to a first hand account given of a performance by Dylan at the Paris 
L’Olympia on his 25th birthday: 24th May 1966. This is how a journalist, writing for the 
French newspaper Le Monde saw him:  
  
‘His appearance comes as a shock. With his dust-coloured hair arranged like an uncombed 
wig around his pale but finely shaped face and with his high heels and his dust-coloured 
suit, he looks like Sarah Bernhardt at the end of her life, frighteningly thin. Seeming tired, 
asleep even, hunchbacked and fragile as a china doll, Dylan staggers to the microphone and 
undergoes a transformation  - the small insignificant man becomes the poet of the age. 
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Playing subtle games with the microphone, his head tracing arabesques around it, pointing 
one, sometimes both, arms he sings uttering controlled shouts as if he has difficulty in 
putting his words together, as if he is giving birth, painfully’. 
 
As I previously concluded: 
 
‘Not only androgynous then, not only looking like ‘Sarah Bernhardt’ and ‘a china doll’ but 
Dylan is appropriated with the function that can only ever be performed by a woman: of 
‘giving birth, painfully’. Gender confusion abounds!’ 
 
Bearing all this in mind, I was intrigued to read the following headline in The Independent 
newspaper on 21st February 2003: 
 

It ain't me, babe. Bob Dylan to be played 
by a woman in his life story. 
 

The article under that headline was written by  David Lister and John Walsh and went on as 
follows: 

 
‘Bob Dylan has given permission for a film to be made about his life. But as might be 
expected with a musician who favours the unpredictable, it will not be an orthodox biopic. 
Dylan will be played by seven actors, including a woman ……….’ 
 
Although you have to be doubtful about anything you read in the papers, the story goes that 
Dylan has struck up a close personal friendship with the movie director Todd Haynes and 
he has allowed Haynes  ‘unprecedented access to his music and previous film work’.  
 
In  a kind of unpleasantly mouth watering way the article continues: 
 
‘Haynes, contrasts the attitude of Dylan with that of David Bowie, who did not allow his 
music to be used in Haynes' glam-rock film Velvet Goldmine. To the astonishment of those 
who know how tightly he guards his material and his image, Dylan has agreed to give the 
director a free hand to use his back catalogue of recordings. 
 
Haynes, who describes the film as "a multiple refracted biopic", says: "I can use whatever I 
like. It's in ink." He also reveals that the screen character who most resembles Dylan will 
be a woman.’ 
 
I am not sure whether any one had it in for Dylan when they planted this particular story in 
the press but having been made aware of the rumour, I investigated further and found the 
following on the BBC  News website under the heading:  
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‘Woman to play Dylan in biopic’  
 
Music legend Bob Dylan is to be played by an actress in a film about the singer's life.  
 
An unidentified woman will portray the singer-songwriter at the height of his popularity in 
the mid-1960s.  
The unlikely role is one of seven stages of Dylan's five-decade career represented by 
different actors - who also reportedly include an 11-year-old black boy.  
The film is being made director Todd Haynes, whose film Far From Heaven has won an 
Oscar nomination for actress Julianne Moore.  
Haynes said he wanted to capture the many facets of Dylan's character.  
He said: "Bob Dylan is somebody who has continued to reject all of the various personas 
that he has embodied over the years.  
"(He) continues to move forward by discarding himself, so my idea is to put together a film 
of multiple characters and tell their stories simultaneously."  
Haynes said although each of the actors would portray the singer, none would create "the 
definitive Dylan". 
 
The woman actor would play him as he appeared in the era "when he was best -looking", 
said Haynes.  
Dylan fans will be intrigued by the prospect of the first major Hollywood film project in 
recent years to chronicle his life and work.  
Haynes has reportedly struck up a close friendship with the artist and gained 
unprecedented access to his catalogue of hundreds of songs.  
Dylan's life story - also due to be told in a forthcoming autobiography - makes for a 
potentially colourful film.’ 
 
 
Whether this ‘potentially colourful film’ will ever get off the ground remains to be seen but 
the very idea of a female playing Dylan in the mid-60’s playing (well possibly) ‘Visions of 
Johanna'  sends this Dylan fan into a bit of a spin, especially as I have linked my views on 
the song to the legend of that well androgynous character and committed transvestite, Joan 
of Arc.    These things never really work out how you want them to but an ideal candidate 
for the part of the female Dylan would be Milla Jovovich who of course played Saint Joan 
in the 2001 movie ‘Joan of Arc’. Perhaps I should give the wink to Todd Haynes before he 
puts the protective plastic on his casting couch. 
 
Turning again to Saint Joan herself, one of the reasons for her conversion to transvestism 
was that she wanted to look like a man so, as she led the French army to the defeat of the 
English and thus secure salvation for her beloved France, she would be seen and treated 
like a true knight-at-arms. This leads me, in a way that will shortly be revealed, to a 
consideration of the actual ‘sound’ of ‘Visions of Johanna’ as it is performed on the album 
‘Blonde on Blonde'.  The majority of my deliberations to date have centred on the lyrics of 
the song (and believe me I haven’t finished with them yet!) but of course any full 
discussion of a song mus t deal with both the music and the lyrics.  
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If I could use an analogy that has been prevalent in my interpretation of ‘Visions of 
Johanna' i.e. relating it to a visual piece of art, a painting with many layers of colour, shade, 
technique and style; then a separation of the lyrics from the music would be akin to 
stripping the brushwork down to a bare canvass and looking at the prime material upon 
which the first hint of colour will be daubed. The lyrics of ‘Visions of Johanna' are so 
overwhelming that it is often impossible to take any notice of the background sounds at all. 
Let me however try that experiment: let me take a turpentine rag to the picture and rub 
away all those wonderful colours; let me delete all those lyrics and leave a backing track: 
karaoke style. What do I get?  Well to my ears , I  get a drum beat. 
 
It starts about 10 seconds into the song and remains throughout. The trip,  trip,  tripety trip 
of Ken Buttrey’s snare drum as it leads the voice and all the other instruments through the  
verses of the song. Trip, trip, tripety trip: like the drummer in a marching band keeping the 
beat, demanding that the marchers stay in step, forming a union between the point of the 
march and the sound of the marchers.   
 
This ‘drum beat’ sound is more obvious on the track that sits one song apart from ‘Visions 
of Johanna' on the ‘Blonde on Blonde' album namely ‘Rainy Day Women Nos 12  & 35’. 
The drummer, and no doubt the drum kit, on both tracks are the same but whereas ‘Visions 
of Johanna’ opens with a guitar strum and a scary harmonica, Rainy Day Women Nos 12 & 
35’ opens with the drum beat which is very definitely marching band. Both songs are 
certainly ‘drum based’ and perhaps Dylan was after a similar sound or feel to the 
background noise over which his voice and lyrics would be laid. Others have commented 
upon the sound that Dylan wanted to achieve on certain tracks of the album. In ‘Classic 
Bob Dylan 1962- 19689 (123)  Andy Gill writes as follows: 
 
‘For Rainy Day Women Nos 12 & 35’ , recorded at the final Nashville session, Dylan 
wanted to try something different, and suggested recording the song out in the studio 
parking lot with a Salvation Army band. Drummer Kenny Buttrey felt that the local 
Salvation Army band might be a little more disciplined than Dylan expected, and suggested 
that, if Bob was after a more ramshackled sound the musicians assembled could ‘play 
pretty dumb if we put our minds to it’. Accordingly, he dis-assembled his drum kit, laying 
the bass drum flat across two chair backs and deadening his snare drum to approximate the 
sound of a marching-band drummer.’ 
 
In ‘Behind The Shades – Take Two’ (124) Clinton Heylin also remarks on the ‘sound’ of the 
album: 
 
‘Though ‘Rainy Day Women’ would open the ‘Blonde on Blonde' album with ‘ a salvation 
Army sound’ and Sad Eyed Lady’ would close it with ‘that real old time religious carnival 
sound’, the search for salvation that suffused the remaining songs was not about to be 
found among the charitable institutions or in dusty old fairgrounds. When he was asked, a 
month later on arrival in Australia, what his songs were now about, he would reply in 
deadly earnest, ‘The Second Coming’. Asked what he had to look forward to in the 
Playboy interview, published that March, he replied , Salvation. Just plain salvation’.  
 
Rather than ‘that  thin, wild, mercury sound’ that Dylan professed to be after on ‘Blonde 
on Blonde’ perhaps, on a coupe of songs at least, he may have actually been after the 
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sound of an army on the march. And perhaps the sound that was in his head was an army 
from 15th Century France; an army on the march for salvation; and lead by a woman. You 
see, even in the ‘sound’ of  ‘Visions of Johanna’; in that marching beat sound, I find a link 
to the mainstay of my interpretation of the song, namely the figure of Joan of Arc. An 
essential aspect of her legend is that she, against all odds, led her armies into battle for the 
sole purpose of bringing salvation to her beloved country. That was what she was about 
and if you put a soundtrack to her story it would surely feature a marching band drum 
beat.   
 
In this apparently never ending series of articles, I have previously mentioned Paul 
Williams’ proposed new Dylan book  ‘Bob Dylan – Mind out Of Time, The Accidental Art 
of a Performing Artist 1987 – 2000’ (125) and in particular the introduction/opening chapter 
of the book titled ‘Visions of Madonna’  which reports on Dylan’s show at the Tramps 
Club in Manhattan on the 26 th July 1999.  In reporting on this performance, Paul reflects 
upon, and compares the same, to the ‘sound’  of the album version of ‘Visions of Johanna': 
 
It starts with the same old magical incantation, ‘Ain’t it just like the night to play tricks 
when you’re tryin’ to be so quiet?’ But not the same, because it doesn’t arise from the 
harmonica wail followed by the snare drums that open the familiar original album version, 
nor from the guitar strums that open the live 1966 versions on ‘Biograph’ and the Live 
1966 album. Instead it arises ( to the surprise and delight of the club audience, who 
recognise the seldom-played favourite when they hear these words) from a guitars-bass-
and-drums riff newly created for this 1999 version that for the first time in a live ‘Visions’ 
captures the martial (marching drums) rhythm that so inspired Bob Dylan as a vocalist 
when he sang these lyrics almost as a call-and-response duet with Ken Buttrey’s drumming 
at the Blonde on Blonde recording sessions’. 
 
In emphasising the importance of the drum beat in the performance of the song Paul goes 
on: 
 
‘The master of language can also be a master of non-verbal language. And on this July ’99 
‘Visions of Madonna’, as on the Feb.’66 ‘Visions of Johanna’, the two work together to 
produce a transcendent work of art. In both cases, the drummer deserves almost as much 
credit as the singer…The drum beats and tones get into your bloodstream…….’ 
 
My point of interest here is not only that Paul Williams also describes the sound of 
‘Visions of Johanna' as having a  ‘martial (marching drums) rhythm’ which. I contend, 
supports my view of the link between this song and the legend of Joan of Arc, but that he 
renames the song, after a change of lyric by Dylan ‘Visions of Madonna’. As will be seen 
from my next article, the Madonna, the Holy Virgin Mother plays a major role in the 
legend of Joan of Arc.  
 
 
(123) Page 98. ‘Classic Bob Dylan 1962 – 1969. My Back Pages.’ by Andy Gill. Published by Sevenoaks 
Ltd. 
(124) First published in hardback by Viking in 2000. Paperback version published in Penguin Books, 2001.  
Page 243 
(125) Freewheelin’ 191. Part 3. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire’ 
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